
NEXT LEVEL OF SECURITY



With all of today’s violent attacks, a bullet-resistant perimeter is critical for any 
property that’s vulnerable to hate crimes. Yet the utilitarian hardness typically required 
to stop a bullet is often an eyesore on a beautiful property. Our Bullet Resistant Fence is 
specifically engineered and designed to enhance property aesthetics, while providing 
safety, security and privacy to the occupants. 

Many ballistic barriers are hardened material to stop a bullet, but this creates an 
additional hazard from ricochet. Our fence was designed with the specific intent of a 
“softer” skin in order to minimize ricochet from lower-caliber guns. Our bullet-resistant 
core can still absorb the energy of the bullet and eliminate injury from gunfire of pre-
tested caliber sizes.

With over 100 years of collective experience in metalworking, the team at Bullistic 
Barriers has a longstanding tradition of innovation and quality—with safety and 
security built into every fence. Specifically created for today’s violent and dangerous 
environments, this is a totally new, patent-pending concept in perimeter fence.

No other fence on the market makes this type of impression. Bullistic Barrier’s bullet-
resistant fence is beautiful, durable, non-corrosive, and provides unparalleled security. 
In fact, an unprecedented combination of bullet-resistant testing and crash ratings 
makes it the world’s safest fence. 

The World’s Safest Fence.



Strength and Beauty.
Bullistic Barriers is at the forefront of product design 
and innovation. Our spectacular secure designs have 
artistic accents, that make the fences both visually 
and architecturally pleasing, while enhancing security 
at an unprecedented level. 

Tested In Accordance with Ul-752 Standards, by NTS, An Independent Ballistic Testing Facility.

From panels and posts, to panel interconnections, everything has been considered and tested with outstanding 
results. There’s no other fence like it in the world — the bullet-resistant fence is a legitimate asset in target hardening 
and decreasing vulnerability to hate crimes, terrorist attacks, protests, riots and drive-by shootings.

 Class 1  Class 2 Class 2-C Class C

UL-752 Level 1   9mm  1 shot                             

UL-752 Level 2  .357 3 shots                             

UL-752 Level 3   .44 3 shots                             

UL-752 Level 4  30-06 rifle 1 shot                       

UL-752 Level 5  7.62 rifle .308 caliber (AK-47) 1 shot                     

UL-752 Level 6   9mm  5 shots                             

UL-752 Level 7  5.56 rifle .223 caliber (AR-15) 5 shots                     

UL-752 Level 8  7.62 rifle .308 caliber (AK-47) 5 shots                     

*NIJ-I  2 levels of ammo 5 shots                             

*NIJ-II  2 levels of ammo 5 shots                             

*NIJ-III 7.62 rifle .308 caliber (AK-47)  5 shots                     

UL-752- Level 1 thru 3 SG 12 gauge 2 ¾” 1 shot                             

UL-752- Level 1 thru 3 SG 12 gauge Buckshot 1 shot                             

 *Crash rating of M50 P1                                                                                                                                                       

*Pre-tested and pre-rated, all ratings are being verified by a 3rd party.

Easy Installation.
The bullet-resistant fence panels are shipped 
pre-assembled. No assembly is required onsite. 
Simply install the H columns, hoist the panels into 
place, fasten the top and place the fence caps. 

Bullet Resistant Fences have a powder-coat fin-
ish that is environmentally-friendly and finished 
to AAMA-2604 criteria. Fences have a 15-year 
structural warranty and posts are pre-engineered 
for wind load up to 12 ft. tall and 90 mph wind.

The integrated crash resistance within the bullet-
resistant fence makes this innovative fence 
even more appealing to certain fence market 
segments. 

Cascade Classic Contemporary

Louvre Modern Villanova



• Affluent 
Residential

• Government 

• Data Centers

• Corporate Daycare

• Resorts

• Hospitality

• Healthcare

• Education 

• Utility

• Energy 
Infrastructure

Markets We Serve
We believe there’s no better way to provide security and protection for at-risk targets and populations. 
Properties that can benefit from this groundbreaking fence technology include:

Anti-Climb: Specifically designed for no foot holds or hand holds, makes this fence 
impenetrable without the aid of equipment.

Anti-Cut: Assailants utilizing powered cutting tools have a difficult and lengthy struggle to 
cut through the material, plus the inherent inter-connections create an additional layer of 
protection, providing security teams additional response time. 

Anti-Breach: The interlocking panels make this fence virtually seamless to acquire a start 
of breaching the fence with sledgehammers or prybars.

Crash Resistance: Special accommodations can be made to panels and posts in the 
manufacturing process to provide crash resistance.

Additional Security Features

Meets Buy American Act.  We have 
made investments in American infrastructure 
in effort to secure American jobs and provide 
high quality American products.
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